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US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures are weak ahead of the open, even as interest rates tick lower. Fed 
Chairman Powell provides testimony before Congress at noon ET along with Treasury Secretary Yellen. 
Expect the same narrative of lower rates for longer with the US economy still in recovery. Rising Covid cases 
in Europe accompanied by lockdown extensions are weighing on sentiment. ViacomCBS is -5% premarket 
after raising $$ in an offering. Smart to use that market cap as currency with the stock +169% YTD. Quick 
explanation on why companies issue stock/ debt http://bit.ly/3lOQdML. Oil is down on demand concerns. 
Penn National Gaming was added to the S&P yesterday. The stock is +1,334% in the last 52 weeks. What a 
recovery from the panic last March. I wonder what exec at AstraZeneca pissed off Dr. Fauci (Kardashian). FDA 
will independently review AZN data and not solely rely on the company data. This is an extremely rare event 
and raises eyebrows. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -10.60, 10-Yr Yield: 1.633%. 
 
US Housing Market Tidbit: "The record-low number of homes on the market is limiting purchases heading into 
the spring selling season... There were 1.03 million homes for sale in the U.S. at the end of February, 
unchanged from the revised January level, which was the lowest in data going back to 1982, the National 
Association of Realtors said Monday. The level was down 29.5% from February 2020, a record annual decline, 
according to NAR." Source: WSJ 
 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 Germany extends lockdown through mid-April due to an increase in COVID-19 cases.-WSJ 
 Warner Media still debating licensing deals that could delay HBO Max rollout.-FT 
 Oil companies that met with White House officials support carbon pricing.-WSJ 
 Hospitals that have published their previously confidential prices to comply with a new federal rule 

have also blocked that information from web searches, according to a Wall Street Journal 
examination.-WSJ (If you want lower medical prices, demand transparency.) 

 The shutdown of cruise lines during the pandemic has led to far-reaching economic consequences for 
American ports such as Port Canaveral in Florida, and the industry is awaiting new CDC guidance for 
when and how ships can resume operating.-WSJ (Imagine running a business that is at the mercy of 
the CDC? Govt. bureaucracy and a CYA mentality at its finest.) 

 Eric Greitens, a former governor of Missouri who resigned in 2018 amid legal troubles and a sex 
scandal, said Monday he is running in 2022 for a Senate seat to be left open by GOP senator Roy 
Blunt.-WSJ (There isn’t one person in Missouri more qualified to serve than the guy with “legal 
troubles and a sex scandal”?) 

 Gamestop will today issue its first quarterly earnings report since a Reddit community successfully 
encouraged hordes of people to buy shares—and while the stock remains up, institutional investors 
aren’t likely to go long on it.-WSJ 

 Few issues unite Democrats and Republicans like crumbling roads, airports, and transit systems—and 
the Biden administration is hoping an effort to modernize America’s neglected infrastructure might 
fuel a rare moment of bipartisanship.-USA (Sad they changed the rule to allow for earmarks. 
Substitute the term earmarks for bribery. It’s the same thing.) 
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 Blackrock hired leading Wall Street law firm Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garronson to investigate 
reports of employee misconduct after the FT and other publications reported on allegations of 
discrimination and sexual harassment.-FT 

 House Democrats are renewing their push to grant statehood to Washington, D.C., convening a key 
panel to make the case, a sign the long-suffering movement has shifted from the political fringe to 
the center of the party’s voting rights agenda.-NYT 

 Taicang, an industrial city north of Shanghai where German manufacturers operate, is a sign of the 
close ties between China and Germany, a challenge for the Biden administration as it pushes to isolate 
Beijing on trade and geopolitical issues.-NYT (Let Merkel rot in bed with China.) 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 Substack: Effort isn’t easy http://bit.ly/3190EBn  “I think people make the best things when they love 
the process when they willingly shoulder the inherent uncertainty and pain that comes with it. 
Fantasy is easy and effort is punishing.” 

 CNBC: Powell says cryptocurrencies are not useful stores of value http://cnb.cx/3vUThMa (What else 
is he supposed to say?) 

 Ladders: 3 words are the secret to life, according to Alan Alda http://bit.ly/31bLCut  
 
All charts from The Daily Shot: 
 
The inventory of US homes for sale is down nearly 30% from February of 2020. 

 
  
Here is the inventory level. 
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The median price of homes sold is up almost 16% from a year ago. 

 
 
Job postings on Indeed keep climbing. (Hopefully, college internship postings are up too.) 

 
Source: @JedKolko, @indeed    
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US demand for skilled blue-collar workers is surging. No skills? No problem – get an apprenticeship. (h/t PeopleReady.) 
(Amen to this.) 

 

Source: Statista    
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The Nasdaq 100 vs. the Russell 2000: 
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• Growth vs. Value: 
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Short interest in S&P 500 stocks continues to drift lower. 

 
Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs   
 
Flows into US equity funds have been impressive. 

 
Source: Deutsche Bank Research    
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VIX is back below 20. 
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Cryptos are under a bit of pressure, … 
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… as Bitcoin tests uptrend support. 

 
 
 
Which countries are considering central-bank-backed digital currencies? (Every superpower will have one in the near-
future.) 

 
Source: @markets   Read full article   
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The IEA expects oil demand to slow over the next few years. 

 
Source: IEA    
 
BDCs continue to outperform. 

 
  
Longer-term inflation expectations keep grinding higher. 
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Sports footwear sales: 

 
Source: Statista    
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Time spent with media: 

 
Source: @axios   Read full article   
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Google revenue sources: 

 
Source: @chartrdaily    
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The surname “Smith” in several European languages: 

 

Source: reddit    

 

 
Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
 
Nicholas Lampone 
Dalzell Trading 
Principal & Director of Trading 
Direct: 617-340-5316 
Main: 617-340-5313 
Cell:    267-980-3481 
Five Neshaminy Interplex 
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Suite 307 
Trevose, PA 19053 
nlampone@dalzelltrading.com 
http://www.dalzelltrading.com/ 
 
 
 


